HOTELS + RESORTS

World’s Best Beach Hotels

Feeling an ocean breeze is lovely. Enjoying it while also listening to live music and nibbling on a bowl of warm chips—that might be paradise.
The Best Travel Products of 2015

From a self-weighting suitcase to a TSA approved manicure set, we have rounded up the best products of 2015 that will make your adventures more enjoyable and stress-free.

And The Destination of the Year Is...

In 2015, no place has captivated travelers quite like Cuba. As diplomatic bridges are slowly rebuilt, Americans are getting a long-forgotten taste of what the Caribbean island has to offer: panoramic waterfronts, ceaseless salsa music, and kodachrome neighborhoods thrumming with energy and glittering with mosaics and murals.
26 Developments Proving 2015 Was the Year of the Traveler

Here’s our roundup of the year’s most noteworthy moments in the travel industry—the good, the bad, the innovative, and everything in between.
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Best Hot-Air Balloon Rides

Get your camera ready: some of the world’s most beautiful places are best seen from a hot-air balloon.
TRAVEL TIPS + INTEL

A New Airplane Design Lets Flyers Take in 360-Degree Views via ‘SkyDeck’

Most of the time, a tiny airplane window doesn’t do the in-flight views justice. A new design from Windspeed Technologies—a business focused on aerospace engineering—comes with a “SkyDeck” located right in the center of the airplane.

READ MORE →
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Are You An Annoying Traveler?

We all know the type (and maybe you’re one of them. Hell, we’ve been one of them too). The cringe-inducing, intolerable, mind-bendingly infuriating traveler. He pops up on the plane, at the pool, on your Instagram feed, at treasured landmarks with his selfie stick — even inside your own group of friends. Beware of these 10 characters.

READ MORE →
TRAVEL TIPS + INTEL

Travel Resolutions to Actually Keep in 2016

If you're writing up your new year's resolutions, but sure to include a few that make this upcoming year in travel the best one yet.

READ MORE >

TRAVEL TIPS + INTEL

11 of the Best Airport Bars, According to Well-Traveled Cocktail Pros

Although American airport bars tend to be grim-looking lounges with bright TVs packed with tired travelers, the world has some wonderful bars, if you know where to look.

READ MORE >
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America's Strangest Roadside Attractions
Giant animal-shaped things. UFO stuff. A collection of antique brains. It doesn't get much weirder than this.
Explore the weirdness now

Need help packing?
Watch T+L's packing expert show you the best tips and solutions for packing the trickiest of items, like that suit jacket or cocktail dress.
Learn the insider's tips now